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Executive summary
In this document, Deliverable (D) 5.8 - AML based world models - Final, we report findings from our
continued research into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) to support ethical world
models. This is the third and concluding deliverable in the AML based world models series: Initial
(D5.4), Revised (D5.5), and Final (D5.8). In D5.4, we related AML-enabled analyses to interfaces
between individuals’ embodied models of themselves in the world and organizations’ documented models
of themselves in the world (i.e. world model interfaces). In D5.5, we considered the interpretability in
world model interfaces of outputs from AML-enabled analyses. Our research reported in D5.5 indicated
that AML has some potential to improve the interpretability of machine learning, but that AML would
need to be developed further to bring about realization of that potential.
Accordingly, here we report our research and development work to improve the interpretability of AML.
In particular, we have evaluated AML-enabled gait analyses in terms of important constructs related to
explainable artificial intelligence (xAI): explainability, transparency, and interpretability. Furthermore,
we have evaluated in terms of shared interpretability of AML-enabled analyses outputs.
Shared interpretation is important because different models of self in the world can lead to different
people making different, and even opposing, interpretations of the same information. Apropos, there
is an ethical requirement to avoid conflicting interpretations of analyses related to functional disorders,
including gait disorders. This is because different interpretations can lead to high treatment costs with
poor treatment outcomes. For example, functional disorder patients who do not agree with a diagnosis are
less likely to respond to treatment. In addition to evaluating AML in terms of important xAI constructs,
we have developed AML application in order to improve its potential to facilitate shared interpretation.
This development work has focused on maintaining the accuracy of outputs from AML-enabled analyses
while reducing the complexity of their presentation. Development work has been informed by reference
to hermeneutics, which is the study of interpretation processes.
Results of development work have also been evaluated in terms of explainability, transparency, interpretability, and shared interpretability. Evaluation indicates improvement, but highlights that barriers
to shared interpretability are deeply-rooted in human embodied cognition and will remain challenging.
This document comprises six sections. First, the introduction section. Second, review of literature
concerned with shared interpretation. Third, challenges in achieving shared interpretations are related
to explainability, transparency, and interpretability. Fourth, evaluation of AML-enabled analyses before
AML development is reported. Fifth, development work is described amd re-evaluation is presented. In
conclusion, principal findings are stated and directions for further research are proposed.
Following this deliverable, research in Work Package 5 will deliver D5.6 Embedding of ethics and cultural
concerns into AML based world models - Initial, and D5.7 Embedding of ethics and cultural concerns
into AML based world models - Final. In those future deliverables, we shall report our further research
into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) to improve interactive human-centric machine
learning systems in complex settings.
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1

Introduction

Human trust in artificial intelligence (AI) can depend upon AI being explainable [1]. It is preferable
that AI models are transparent so that they can be interpreted directly by people. In particular, direct
interpretability is preferable to there having to be an additional model generated by the AI that is
intended explain its outputs to humans [2].
However, irrespective of whether or not AI is used, interpretability does not necessarily lead to different
people agreeing a shared interpretation of the same information. For example, there can be conflicting
interpretations of the same topic in research [3] and of the same topic in practice [4]. There can be
conflicting interpretations of large amounts of information [5] and of diagrams, such as trees, that are
intended to simplify the presentation of information [6]. There can be conflicting interpretations of one
written word [7] and even of a single drawn line [8].
Conflicting interpretations of the same information can arise from different models in self in the world.
For example, a person in need of healthcare support has an embodied of self in the world [9], while a
healthcare organization has a documented model of itself in the world [10]. There can be ethical requirements to avoid conflicting interpretations. For example, there is an ethical requirement to avoid
conflicting interpretations of analyses concerning healthcare related to functional disorders. This is because different interpretations can lead to high treatment costs with poor treatment outcomes [11]. For
example, functional disorder patients who do not agree with a diagnosis are less likely to respond to
treatment [12].
Interpretation processes are studied in hermeneutics [13], [14]. It has been recognized for some years that
consideration of hermeneutics can improve the implementation of information systems. Importantly,
hermeneutics can encompass both subjective meanings for individual people and the social structures
that shape shared meanings [15]. The hermeneutics of shared interpretability has been addressed by
neuroscience research [16], [17], which has subsequently been applied to social cognition [18] and to
human-robot interaction [19], [20]. Here, we report findings from a case study informed by hermeneutics,
which has been carried out with the intention of improving the shared interpretability of results from
analyses carried out by machine learning (ML).
In particular, our work sought to improve the shared interpretability of algebraic machine learning (AML).
This is the focus of the case study because AML has some potential to facilitate shared interpretability. Specifically, AML-models have a fundamentally simple shallow structure. They comprise only three
layers: inputs – atoms – outputs. Second, AML algorithms check that human-defined constraints are
maintained in relationships between inputs and outputs that are learnt as new atoms are generated
during training. Third, AML rules can be traced back to human-defined policies. However, the potential for shared interpretability of AML models and outputs from AML-enabled analyses is reduced by
the number of atoms increasing from tens to thousands during training. Thus, AML has some novel
potential to improve upon existing machine learning options in theory, but in practice entails familiar
challenges to interpretability, such as a lightly constrained model form expanding exponentially during
operation [21].
Findings from the case study are reported in the remaining five sections. In section 2, review of literature concerned with shared interpretation is provided. In particular, literature from neuroscience and
behavioral sciences that provide a first principles account of shared interpretation. In section 3, challenges in achieving shared interpretations are related to explainability, transparency, and interpretability.
In section 4, evaluation of AML-enabled analyses is reported in terms of explainability, transparency,
interpretability, and shared interpretability. In section 5, development work to improve the shared
interpretability of AML is described and subsequent re-evaluation of AML is reported. In conclusion,
principal findings are stated and directions for further research are proposed in section 6. Overall, a first
principles account of shared interpretability for agreement among potentially opposing individuals and
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organizations is applied to machine learning. In doing so, the paper goes beyond previous studies that
have focused upon explainability rather than agreeability [22], [23], [1].

2

Shared Interpretation

2.1

Hermeneutics

It has been recognized for some years that reference to hermeneutics can improve the implementation
of information systems [15], and recently that hermeneutics could contribute to interpretable AI [24].
Hermeneutics involves study of interpretation processes. It encompasses communication for interpretation
and understanding from interpretation [25]. Single hermeneutic is concerned with one-way interpretation.
For example, natural scientists try to understand the natural world through their interpretation of their
observations of the natural world. Yet, the natural world is typically not involved in reciprocal exchanges
with natural scientists to try to understand them. For example, a geologist seeks to understand rocks
through observations of rocks, but as far as we know rocks do not have reciprocal exchanges with geologist
to try to understand them.
By contrast, double hermeneutic is concerned with two-way interpretation. For example, social scientists
interpret social realities that have already been interpreted by individuals and institutions. Then, the
reinterpretations of social scientist are fed back into society and can shape subsequent interpretations of
social reality by individuals and groups [26]. An example of this is the social science interpretation, social
class, having entered into common usage in society by individuals and groups. It has been argued that
people can engage in exchanges that lead to shared interpretations in so-called “hermeneutic niches” [27].
It has been argued that people evolved to do this when securing resources necessary for survival first
depended on cooperation with others. For example, when individuals needed to align their mental states
to obtain a high risk, but high reward, food item, such as a large wild animal [28]. Exchanges that lead
to shared interpretations can involve individuals’ initially having divergent rich mental representations,
which converge eventually to shared succinct representations that are accessed automatically [29]. Shared
interpretation is illustrated in Figure 1. This shows that two participants have the same interpretation
of the same document. Thus, there is little, if any, cognitive distance between the participants regarding
the contents of the document [30].

Figure 1: Shared interpretation of a document
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2.2

Risks and Ambiguities

Reciprocal exchanges leading to shared interpretations for joint learning and development have been
addressed in neuroscience research. In particular, it has been argued that reciprocal exchanges involve
trying to reduce participants’ prediction errors about what other participant have in their minds. In this
framing, what is in mind is described in terms of internal generative models of self in the world [16], [17].
These internal generative models of self in the world should resemble environments in which the self
intends to survive [31]. This entails interrelationships between the risks to survival and internal generative
models complexity. It also entails interrelationships between environmental ambiguity and the accuracy
of predictions from internal generative models [32], [33].
To minimize risk in trying to survive, internal generative models should be sufficiently complex: i.e.
neither over-fitted nor under-fitted to the environment [34]. For example, risk can be high if a non-linear
model is used to try to survive in a linear environment (i.e. an over-fitted model). Conversely, risk
can be high if a linear internal model is used to try to survive in a non-linear environment (i.e. underfitted model). Hence, survival risk can be considered in terms of mismatches between the complexity
of the environment in which a participant intends to survive and the complexity of the participant’s
internal generative model of self in that environment. Predictions from an over-fitted or under-fitted
internal generative model can lead to prediction errors about self in the environment that cannot be
surviveds [32], [33].
At the same time, there is a trade-off between environmental ambiguity and the predictive accuracy
of internal generative model. In particular, if information from exchanges with the environment are
ambiguous, exchanges may not provide sufficient information to verify the accuracy of past predictions
from the internal generative model and inform the formulation of accurate predictions from the internal
generative model in the future. Accordingly, participants can be expected to prefer exchanges that
provide information that is least ambiguous for thems [32], [33]. However, this can lead to participants
being fixed on exploiting their existing internal generative models in their familiar environmental niches.
Rather than being adaptable in updating their internal generative models as changes in the world come
to change their familiar environmental niches [35], [36].

2.3

Referents as Boundary Objects

Reciprocal exchanges involve iteratively attending and attenuating incoming sensory information as participants become attuned to each other. Attending to incoming sensory information can involve listening
and looking. Attenuating incoming sensory information facilitates speaking and showing. During exchanges, participants seek to infer how incoming sensory information are caused by other participants.
This can carry on until there is attunement between participants, which involves synchrony between
participants’ internal brain states that generate predictions about each other. Here, synchrony refers to
reciprocal action at a distance among coupled dynamical systems [16], [17]. Research indicates that the
meaningfulness of communication is influenced by interbrain synchrony [37], [38].
Such synchrony can be facilitated by participants paying joint attention (i.e. attending together) to the
same referent [39], [40]: for example, by paying joint attention to the same gait analysis report document.
A referent can act as an ostensive cue that “grabs” the attention and stimulates comment [41], [42].
Joint attention enables, and is enabled by, individuals’ capacity to ground their exchanges in the same
referents as they endeavour to develop a set of mental states that they can infer to share with each
other. Colloquially, such mental states can be called participants’ common ground [43], [44]. Regulating
exchanges towards increasing common ground involves participants trying to align their exchanges with
what they infer to be the needs of other participants. When there is already a lot of common ground
among participants, there may be need for only very brief exchanges to align mental states [45]. Thus,
the amount of information necessary to align mental states sufficiently to enable cooperative behaviour
is inversely proportional to the amount of common ground shared by participants.
©
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However, the development of common ground for shared interpretation of information relevance can be
hindered by insufficient collaborative effort. For example, seeking to optimize the relevance of exchanges
can involve participants sending the minimal information that could potentially enable intended meaning
to be inferred by other participants with least effort. At the same time, the most parsimonious meaning
may be inferred from the received information that could potentially explain the speaker’s intentions with
least effort [46], [47]. This can be described as exchanges conforming to the principle of least collaborative
effort [39], [48]. As summarized in Figure 2, the development of common ground could be hindered by
people preferring to make least effort by paying more attention to their internal generative models than
undertake more effort in paying attention to incoming sensory inputs [49], for example, sensory inputs
from paying joint attention to the same referent such as a gait analysis report document. In neurobiology,
this is often construed in terms of attentional selection that involves affording more or less precision to
various beliefs at different levels in a hierarchical world model [50]. This has found a particularly powerful
explanatory role in many areas of cognitive science and computational psychiatry [51].
As summarized in Figure 2, referents can be considered to be boundary objects between an organization’s documented internal model of itself in the world, and an individual’s model of self in the world.
Boundary objects have different meanings in different social worlds but nonetheless can be meaningful
to more than one social world. Boundary objects include written words, spatial diagrams, and any other
types of information that can facilitate development and maintenance of coherence across intersecting
world models [52], [53]. Preferring least action through reference to existing internal models can lead to
organizations’ lock-ins [54] and path dependencies [55] coming into opposition with individuals’ motivated cognition [56] and wishful seeing [57]. All of which can lead to referents being interpreted to serve
explanations that support preconceptions [58] and confirm biases [59].

©
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Figure 2: Opposing interpretations of same referent. (a) In accordance with the principle of least collaborative effort, representatives of organization can make more reference to its internal model than to
the external referent. (b) In accordance with the principle of least collaborative effort, individual person
can make more reference to own internal model than the external referent. (c) External referent is not
effective as a boundary object due to participants making more reference to their own internal models
than the content of the referent.

2.4

Compressed/Simple versus Expressive/Meaningful Referents

Referent facilitated exchanges that are compressed/simple while being sufficiently expressive/meaningful
are preferable for least effort. However, such exchanges may not be possible at the beginning of exchanges
between participants that have different internal models of self in the environment. Rather, individuals
can initially have divergent rich mental representations. These can eventually converge to shared succinct
representations that are accessed automatically [29], but this requires collaborative effort to overcome
risks and ambiguities.
In terms of survival risk arising from internal generative model complexity, and environmental ambiguity
affecting internal generative model prediction accuracy, under-fitting of internal generative models could
happen if a few compressed/simple exchanges are inferred erroneously to be sufficiently expressive/meaningful due to their ambiguity (i.e. Type 1 error). Conversely, over-fitting of internal generative models
could happen if excessive exchanges are made because many compressed/simple exchanges are inferred
erroneously not to be sufficiently expressive/meaningful due to their ambiguity (i.e. Type 2 error). Thus,
efforts to achieve minimum description length and minimum message length for compression/simplicity in
exchanges between participants need to take into account the internal generative models of participants
in exchanges [50].
In addition to Type 1 errors, i.e. false positive inference of relevance, and Type 2 errors, i.e. false
negative inference of irrelevance [60], there can also be Type 3 errors. Such errors arise from discrepancy
between the intention of exchanges and the information in exchanges. For example, in medical research,
discrepancy between research focus and research question [61]. Type 3 errors can be considered to be
©
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inept positives, because the information that is being exchanged between participants may be correct
but is not relevant to the intention of the exchanges between participants. Risk arising from internal
generative model under-fitting or over-fitting because of Type 3 error can be more likely if the intention
of exchanges between participants is ambiguous. Type 3 errors can be related to what has been described
as issue distance [62].
Consideration of potential for Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 erroneous inferences highlights the need
for deliberative methods to be applied to minimize their occurrence [63]. Not least, because there can
be circular causation between the fit of internal generative models to the environment and erroneous
inferences, in which badly fitted internal models are more likely to generate erroneous inferences and
erroneous inferences are more likely to worsen the fit of models. For shared interpretation of AMLenabled gait analyses report documents, deliberative methods need to be applied to minimize risk and
ambiguity related to the intent and the content of exchanges between participants, such as people with
gait disorders and organizations providing healthcare.

2.5

Minimizing risk

It has been argued that human capabilities for making shared interpretations evolved when people
were hunter-gatherers and securing resources necessary for survival depended on cooperation with others [28], [27] including sharing information with others [64], [65]. These were in times when the evolution
of behaviors often took place in environments that changed little over millennia. By contrast, today,
rapid changes to environments come from the introduction of artificial intelligence (AI) and the infrastructures that facilitate its application [66]. Accordingly, today, human internal generative models
need to synchronize concurrently with unfamiliar environments and with the mental states of unfamiliar
people through paying attention to what can be unfamiliar referents, such as AML-enabled gait analysis report documents. Such cognitive challenges exceed those in circumstances during which human
adaptive cognition evolved [67], and can go against the human need to minimize neurological energy
expenditure [68], [69], [70], [71].
Hence, participants may experience cognitive overload in trying to achieve shared interpretations, which
depend upon fitting concurrently their internal generative models with unfamiliar environments and with
unfamiliar participants. Cognitive overload can arise from characteristics of information and from the
cognitive effort required to create related cognitive schema [72]: for example within an internal generative
model. Within cognitive load theory, it is posited that a fundamental bottleneck in creating new cognitive
schema is the limited processing capacity of human working memory, which can handle only a very limited
number—possibly no more than two or three—of novel interacting elements [73].
Hence, cognition can be overwhelmed by the number of information elements and interactions between
them that need to be processed simultaneously [74]. Moreover, the cognitive load of trying to make sense
of information and the cognitive load of creating new schema are additive as both can consume working
memory resources simultaneously [75]. As cognitive overload is detrimental, cognitive task analysis
techniques have been developed in order to assess cognitive loads and how they can be reduced [76].
Cognitive task analysis can be applied to referents such as gait analysis reports in order to minimize the
potential for cognitive overload during their interpretation hindering the concurrent synchronization of
internal generative models with unfamiliar environments (e.g. gait recording laboratory) and with the
mental states of unfamiliar people (e.g. healthcare providers). Application of cognitive task analysis is
important to facilitate least effort for participants in exploring the information in gait analysis report
documents. Cognitive task analysis can encompass different types of cognitive distance: for example, issue
distance and semantic distance. Issue distance represents the cognitive effort required to understand that
a shift in goal is needed to achieve completion of the task [62]. Semantic distance can be considered in
terms of path length comprising the amount of steps needed to traverse from one word to another word
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in the same path. The more steps that are needed, the more less likely that words, which are intended
to be related, will be inferred to be related [77].

2.6

Minimizing ambiguities

If information from exchanges with the environment are ambiguous, exchanges may not provide sufficient
information to verify the accuracy of past predictions from the internal generative model and inform the
formulation of accurate predictions from the internal generative model in the future. Ambiguities need to
be minimized to reduce potential for participants to revert to their existing internal generative models.
It is important to avoid reverting to existing internal models in a changing world because it can increase
potential for erroneous inferences [78]. For example, erroneous preconceptions can override diagrammatic
depictions of information, such as tree diagrams [6].
Information in exchanges between people, and between people and technologies, can have linguistic,
presentational, and conceptual ambiguities [79]. Conceptual ambiguities can span across disciplines [80].
It has been argued that the term, medically unexplained symptoms is a barrier to improved care because
it is conceptual ambiguous [81]. Presentational issues include color and layout [82], [83]. The color of
a line can be ambiguous, and the thickness of a line can be ambiguous. Presentational ambiguity can
also arise from the way in which written text is presented [84]. Linguistic issues can be lexical, syntactic,
semantic, and phonological. Lexical ambiguity can arise when a word, has more than one meaning.
Syntactic ambiguities can arise from sentences that can be parsed in more than one way. Semantic
ambiguity can arise when the meaning of a sentence could be determined only with the help of greater
knowledge sources [85]. Also, semantic ambiguity can arise if the same words elicit different cognitive or
emotional states [86]. Phonological ambiguity can arise when a set of sounds can be interpreted in more
than one way [87].
Potential ambiguities in AML-enabled gait analysis reports can be addressed through, for example, concept mediation. This involves establishing conceptual equivalence among participants with diverse backgrounds [88], [89]. Also, ambiguities can be reduced through so-called concretization, which increases
specificity, for example through direct reference to a solid object [90]. For example, line colors and
thicknesses can be less likely to be sources of ambiguity in pictures of physical objects [91].

3

Explainability, transparency, and interpretability

As explained above and summarized in Table 1, risks arise from individuals’ internal models of self in the
world being over-fitted or under-fitted to the world in which they intend to survive. Ambiguities affect
the predictive accuracy of internal models by not providing sufficient information to verify the accuracy
of past predictions from the internal generative model and inform the formulation of accurate predictions
from the internal generative model in the future. Referents such as gait analyses report documents can
contribute to risks by being sources of cognitive overload. Also, referents such as gait analyses report
documents can include linguistic, presentational, and/or conceptual ambiguities. Apropos, to facilitate
shared interpretation, referents need to support minimizing cognitive distance, and referents need to
support concretization and concept mediation. However, there is little, if any, consideration of these
fundamental issues in literature concerned with explainability, transparency, and interpretability.
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Table 1. Challenges in achieving shared interpretations.
Challenge
Risks
Ambiguities

3.1

Internal model
Over- or under-fitted
to world
Erroneous inferences
about world

Referent

To share interpretation

Can cause cognitive overload

Minimize cognitive distance

Can be linguistic,
presentational, conceptual

Concretization, concept mediation

Explainability

The term, explainability, can be associated with explanations of the internal workings of artificial intelligence (AI), including machine learning, during training and when making decisions. Such explainability
can be summarized with the abbreviation xAI from eXplainable artificial intelligence [92]. However, there
is also need for AI to be explainable to humans via the interfaces that they use in, so-called, humancentered AI: i.e. HCAI. This is because AI is deployed within tools that are used by people [93]. In other
words, to use a colloquial automotive analogy, there should be explainability of what is under the hood
and explanation of what is above the hood.
It has been argued that, so called, causability, is an antecedent of explainability [1]. In this context,
causability has been defined as the extent to which an explanation of a statement to a user achieves a
specified level of causal understanding [94]. Some recent opinions related to AI do not recognize that
Aristotle opined more than two thousand years ago that causation and explanation cannot be understood
separately [95]. Furthermore, recent opinions related to AI involve composition of new descriptions of
interactions between causation and explanation rather than making reference to the more than two
thousand years of debate concerning this topic. For example, reference can be made to the relevant entry
in The Oxford Handbook of Causation in which it is stated that a causal model of explanation maintains
that to explain some phenomenon is to give some information about its causes. Yet, it is also stated that
not all explanations are causal and not all causes are explanatory [96].
As well as making little reference to the more than two thousand years of relevant debate about explanation, xAI literature and HCAI literature includes little consideration of the potential for explanations
to entail risks and ambiguities that can undermine shared interpretations. However, there is some recognition that different people can have different requirements for explanations [97], and that even experts
may not agree about explainability [98].

3.2

Transparency

The term, transparency, is associated with the extent to which the internal workings of artificial intelligence can be observed [99]. This is summarized in well-established comparisons of metaphorical opaque
“black box” computing and transparent “glass box” computing [100], which have recently been applied
to AI [101]. It has been argued that as the complexity of the AI systems and algorithms grow, people increasingly consider them as “black-boxes” that defy understanding [102]. Accordingly, there are
widespread efforts to improve transparency.
Often, these efforts are not all encompassing. For example, there is focus on improving the transparency
of AI model or on improving the transparency of data outputs from AI models. These can be considered
in terms of global characteristics or local characteristics when global transparency encompasses an entire
AI model and local transparency encompasses individual data samples. It can be possible to bridge
the global and local through feature engineering that involves designing a model around features that
are not opaque to any potential end-users. For example, a gait analysis model can be designed around
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features that both healthcare providers and patients can understand, such as head posture; left/right
stride length; left-arm/right-arm swing; walking speed, and body swaying [103].
However, the display of important features is not inherent to some AI such as deep neural networks.
Furthermore, even when model interpretation via feature importance is available at a global level, estimating how the model behaves for an individual example is non-trivial. For example, knowing the feature
importance for a random forest model is not sufficient for users to grasp what-if scenarios at a particular
example level, such as increasing/decreasing feature values by a certain amount [98]. Accordingly, some
types of AI models can only ever be black-boxes, and attempts to make them explainable are not likely
to be successful [2]. Yet, advocates of transparent models give little consideration of the potential for
transparent models to provide referents, which entail risks and ambiguities that can undermine shared
interpretations. For example, transparent models may entail cognitive overload.

3.3

Interpretability

Within research concerned with AI and ML, there is no one universally accepted definition of interpretability [104]. However, distinction is drawn between post hoc explanation of black-box models and
directly interpretable/self-explanatory models. It has been argued that, for example, deep neural networks require post hoc explanation, but classic approaches in machine learning and AI, such as decision
tree and rule-based models, can directly develop interpretable models. That is provided there is sufficient
domain knowledge and feature engineering involved in the formulation of decision tree and rule based
models [98].
A recent comprehensive survey of interpretability has yielded a taxonomy [105] that distinguishes between interpretability methods to explain black-box models (interpretability methods to explain deep
learning models and interpretability methods to explain any black-box model); interpretability methods
to create transparent models; interpretability methods to restrict discrimination and enhance fairness
in machine learning models; and interpretability methods to analyse the sensitivity of machine learning model predictions (traditional sensitivity analysis methods and adversarial example-based sensitivity
analysis).
There is no mention in this very thorough and comprehensive survey of interpetability methods [105] of
consideration of shared interpretation or application of hermeneutics in the field. Furthermore, there is no
mention of there being consideration of fundamental interrelationships between risks and internal models
complexity. Nor is there mention of fundamental interrelationships between environmental ambiguity and
the accuracy of predictions from internal generative models. The survey does reveal that there is much
striving for simplicity in the field, but the survey also reveals that there is a lack of consideration of fundamental trade-offs between compression/simplicity versus expressive/meaningful, which can contribute
to type 1, type 2, and/or type 3 errors in inference. Moreover, the survey reveals that there is lack of
consideration of underlying cognitive issues in interpretation. Notably, neither the word, cognition, nor
the word, cognitive, are included in the survey. Accordingly, the survey reveals a lack of application of
methods to reduce potential to address cognitive overload or to reduce potential sources of ambiguities.
Hence, it is apparent that while there is a wide range of excellent work being done in the field of AI
interpretability and ML interpretability, there has been little previous consideration of facilitating shared
interpretation through consideration of fundamental factors.

4

Evaluation of AML-enabled analyses report

Figure 3 AML, in its current form, has two important components: atoms and constants. Constants
define the nature of the machine learning classification problem, while atoms are learned by the algorithm.
Problems are described as embeddings including data (classification instances made of constants) and
formulas about constants (the knowledge about the problem at hand). Once the atoms for a specific class
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are learned, decisions are taken based on the number of atoms missing for that class. The more atoms are
present (not missing), the more evidence there is for that class. An atom is considered to be not missing
when at least one of its constants is present. In our gait analysis examples, we use human-interpretable
gait features to predict if depression was detected or not. The data set is from a previous study by
others, which was focused on detecting depression through gait data [103]. Interpretable features from
that previous study are represented using constants that indicate their range (Gv[f] constants for feature
v if bigger than v and LEv[x] for feature f is smaller or equal to value v). Each atom of a class is connected
to one or more of these features, generating the structure shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: One AML atom connected to constants
In terms of explainability, some everyday words are used such as speed and head movement. Thus,
there is potential for human reading of the diagram. However, the overall structure, its components, and
interrelationships between them are not necessarily self-explanatory. In order to interpret this diagram
correctly, one needs to interpret atom presence as an “or” between the constants that represent feature
intervals in the middle layer. For example, the top atom is present if and only if at least of one of
the constants is valid. In this example, one constant can be vertical head movement being too high or
vertical head movement being too low or the walking speed being too high. Moreover, interval values
are not succinct, with the same one variable, for example speed, appearing many times instead of being
summarized in one entry. This illustrates that showing the overall raw structure of the atoms, even for
one example, can be ambiguous unless further pre-processing is carried out.
Regarding the knowledge for the problem at hand, Figure 4 shows an AML embedding description for
gait analysis using AML Description Language. The embedding itself represents the notion of ordered
intensity. That is, specifying that interpretable features are represented as discretised numbers. Regarding
interpretability, it requires not only knowledge of programming language words, but also of the AML
Description Language. Thus, it is not easily interpretable for non-experts. Regarding transparency,
the definitions are clear for experts and the final trained model can be a “glass-box” model: at least
for experts. In terms of shared interpretability, we have observed confusion on the possible solutions
the model can generate: even among people who have backgrounds in computer science. Hence, it is
questionable whether AML Description Language can be used to formulate boundary objects even for
the description of everyday lived experience such as gait, which involve specifying interpretable features
as discretised numbers, for example the speed of walking.
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Figure 4: Part of AML embedding for gait analysis using AML Description Language
Another challenge for shared interpretability is cognitive overload. If one has to analyse many atoms,
it soon becomes not feasible to interpret the model, even if each atom alone may be transparent. This
problem is illustrated in Figure 5, which comprises less than 30 atoms.
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Figure 5: Several AML chains of input – atom – outputs
Considering that final AML models can have thousand of atoms, there is low practical potential for
direct interpretability. Hence, there is need for generation of a secondary explanatory representation
such as a tree. Given the amount of information present, it is challenging for participants to achieve a
shared interpretation: instead of picking and choosing interpretations that support their existing internal
models.
As it not feasible to look at all atoms, one may simplify the model by looking at only the most relevant
ones. One way to do this is to use atom presence as a feature and then build a decision tree. Figure 6
shows tree generated by using CART from the AML-enabled gait analysis. This illustrates that a tree
generated using standard technique such CART has potential for increasing explainability. In particular,
everyday English language words are used within the tree, such as head posture; walking speed; leftarm/right-arm swing; left/right stride length; and body swaying. Also, the tree has a consistent rationale
in its descriptive progression from there being a sample of 222 participants in gait analysis.
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Figure 6: Tree representation of results of AML-enabled gait analysis
At the top of the tree, which is the beginning of the tree, gait indicators of depression where not detected
in 109, but were detected in 113. Hence, the classification stated in the first tree node is Detected. In this
first node, the analysed feature is head posture. The results of subsequent feature analyses are shown
in subsequent nodes. In particular, the next level of the tree in the left node shows that analyses of
walking speed, arm swing left, body sway, stride height, head posture, and stride length indicate that 34
of 40 participants have indicators of depression. By contrast, in the right node shows that indicators of
depression are not detected in the majority of the other 182 participants (i.e. 222 participants minus 40
participants). The majority being 103 participants. Presentation of the analysis results proceeds with
this rationale from the top to the bottom of the tree.
The tree is transparent. However, the extent to which the tree is interpretability is questionable. This is
because the tree provides post hoc explanation of a model rather than direct interpretation of a model.
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Typically, it is argued that post hoc explanation is needed for “black-box models”, and it can be argued
that AML does not entail black-box models. This is because AML has a fundamentally simple structure of
only three layers: inputs – atoms – outputs. Also, AML algorithms check that human-defined constraints
are maintained in relationships between inputs and outputs that are learnt as new atoms are generated
during training. In addition, AML rules can be traced back to human-defined policies. Nonetheless, as
illustrated above in Figure 5, the potential for direct interpretation of AML models and outputs from
AML-enabled analyses is reduced by the number of atoms increasing from tens to thousands during
training. Hence, post hoc explanations can be required for models that are theoretically “glass box”
models such as AML models as well as other types of models that are generally regarded as “black box
models”.
With regard to share interpretability, the tree shown in Figure 6 presents risks and ambiguities. In
particular, there are many information elements and interactions that need to processed in order to
understand why categorizations are made. Furthermore, there can be both types of cognitive distance
to overcome. For example, there can be issue distance between healthcare providers and people with
gait disorders because the goal of the tree presentation is not stated clearly. Also, there can be semantic
distance because spatiotemporal terms are presented in different sequences in different nodes. In addition,
there are ambiguities. For example, the top node of the tree contains the information: (headPosture
>1.18) ≤ 0.5, and the information that depression is detected in the majority. By contrast, in the
fifth level, there is (headPosture ≤ 1.21 headPosture >1.22 strideHightRight >-0.7) ≤ 0.5, and the
information that depression is not detected in majority. Thus, there is a lack of obvious consistency
about the measurements and how they relate to categorization.

5

Development work to improve the shared interpretability of
AML

One of the major hurdles for shared interpretability is in the nature of interpreting atoms misses, where
an atom is said to be missing if all its constants are not present. In order to decrease potential for
cognitive overload, it can be best to analyse only one feature at a time. Furthermore, one can focus on
the most important features that the AML model is using to distinguish between the classes.
As our AML model makes decisions based on the number of misses, we built a new decision tree where
each decision is on a single interval (that means one feature constant) and that constant is selected using
the information gain of the AML prediction based on the number of misses for the both class models.
An example can be seen in Figure 7, where we have capped the number of decisions to 5.
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Figure 7: Example of developed tree
As shown in Figure 8, potential for cognitive overload can be decreased if we zoom to the first decision.
This is because one only needs to analyse both sides of a single feature interval, as is common in decision
trees. On the other hand, the diagram is still using terms related to AML, such as misses, which may
be ambiguous. For example, there can be a type 1 error if it is assumed that the words not detected are
restating for emphasis the word misses. However, this can be followed by a type 2 error when reading the
next line in the tree box: misses (detected), if it is assumed that sometimes misses means not detected but
sometimes misses means something else. Overall, there can be a type 3 error as the goal of not detecting
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and detecting misses is not related to a clearly stated purpose for the gait analysis. Furthermore, words
such as “predicted”, have a specific meaning in machine learning, in particular representing the decision
provided by a given model, while having a different meaning in common parlance, such as “predict the
future”.
By changing words, it is possible further development work could reduce potential for ambiguity within
a fixed group of participants, such as one computer scientist, one medical doctor, and one patient. For
example, the word prediction could be changed to the word inference or finding, and the meaning of
those words in this context could be agreed among those participants. However, these words would not
necessarily be intuitively understandable to another group of participants.

Figure 8: First decision in the developed tree
Moreover, as shown in Figure 9, if the view of the tree is expanded, it is apparent that there is increased
potential for cognitive overload. Apropos, it is important to note that after 3 decisions most nodes still
have more than half their number of misses for both classes. This means that there is still a lot of the
model’s structure that is not incorporated in this diagram. Even at the five decisions shown in Figure 7,
there is no tree node with fewer than a fifth of its atoms present. Hence, there are fundamental barriers to
the effectiveness of common representations like trees as boundaries objects: even when they are intended
to describe analyses of everyday lived experience, such as walking, and include everyday words such as
stride. Thus, AML in its current form, offers limited potential for overcoming fundamental challenges in
shared interpretability.
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Figure 9: Expansion of the developed tree
This has wider implications for the shared interpretability of machine learning, because AML has a comparatively simple shallow structure of inputs-atoms-outputs from which the relatively simple structure of
trees can be generated. Accordingly, it cannot be expected that breakthroughs in shared interpretability will inevitably only come from innovations in machine learning. Rather, shared interpretability will
continue to depend upon willingness among participants to make sufficient effort to synchronize interpretations through multiple iterative exchanges. In particular, multiple iterative exchanges focused on
referents that can initially entail much more risk and ambiguity than participants’ internal models.

6

Conclusions

In this document, Deliverable (D) 5.8 - AML based world models - Final, we have reported findings
from our continued research into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) to support ethical
world models. This is the third and concluding deliverable in the AML based world models series:
Initial (D5.4), Revised (D5.5), and Final (D5.8). In D5.4, we related AML-enabled analyses to interfaces
between individuals’ embodied models of themselves in the world and organizations’ documented models
of themselves in the world (i.e. world model interfaces). In D5.5, we considered the interpretability in
world model interfaces of outputs from AML-enabled analyses. Our research reported in D5.5 indicated
that AML has some potential to improve the interpretability of machine learning, but that AML would
need to be developed further to bring about realization of that potential.
Accordingly, here we have reported our research and development work to improve the interpretability
of AML. In particular, we have evaluated AML-enabled gait analyses in terms of important constructs
related to explainable artificial intelligence (xAI): explainability, transparency, and interpretability. Furthermore, we have evaluated in terms of shared interpretability of AML-enabled analyses outputs.
Shared interpretation is important because different models of self in the world can lead to different
people making different, and even opposing, interpretations of the same information. Apropos, there
is an ethical requirement to avoid conflicting interpretations of analyses related to functional disorders,
including gait disorders. This is because different interpretations can lead to high treatment costs with
poor treatment outcomes. For example, functional disorder patients who do not agree with a diagnosis
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are less likely to respond to treatment.
In addition to evaluating AML in terms of important xAI constructs, we have developed AML application
in order to improve its potential to facilitate shared interpretation. This development work has focused
on maintaining the accuracy of outputs from AML-enabled analyses while reducing the complexity of
their presentation. Development work has been informed by reference to hermeneutics, which is the study
of interpretation processes.
Results of development work have also been evaluated in terms of explainability, transparency, interpretability, and shared interpretability. Evaluation indicates improvement, but highlights that barriers
to shared interpretability are deeply-rooted in human embodied cognition and will remain challenging.
Following this deliverable, research in Work Package 5 will deliver D5.6 Embedding of ethics and cultural
concerns into AML based world models - Initial, and D5.7 Embedding of ethics and cultural concerns
into AML based world models - Final. In those future deliverables, we shall report our further research
into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) to improve interactive human-centric machine
learning systems in complex settings.
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